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Description:  

Small Codex, 12 x 8 cm, 55 folios, 20-22 lines per page 

2 front images and 16 miniatures 

 

History: (from R.W. Allison's report) 

- bought by John Askitopoulos some years before 1917. In 1917 he died.  

- the MS, along with his collection was kept in the house of his daughter, Mrs. 

Kiosseoglou, and remained there until about 1936.  

- in about 1926 Mr. Andre Xyngopoulos saw the MS to give an appraisal.  

- in 1935 the nephew of Askitopoulos wrote to Goodspeed and offered the MS 

for sale.  

- in 1936 or early 1937 the MS was sent to Chicago.  

 

General indications of a late origin:  

- word division  

- curious abbreviations 

- punctuation 

- unknown history before 1917 

- unique layout (Mk only, disparate iconographic elements) 

- unbelievably good text, extremely close to B 

 

One gets the strong impression that the scribe was unsure how to write in the 

beginning. In the first part he varies his abbreviations and "experiments". This 

is so for kai, and the article, but also for the nomina sacra. Only after several 

pages he finds his style.  

The scribe seems to be well versed with the Byzantine text, probably the 

Orthodox text. It appears that he used a text extremely close to B/03, but has 

fallen back at times into his familiar Orthodox text.  

The text looks as if it has been written in a hurry. It is not beautiful. It looks 

like a notebook.  

 The initials do not indicate paragraphs or lections, but 

are simply added here and there for no apparent reason. 

A conspirator would suspect a code here. Those initials 

have been added later. One can see offprints on the opposite page.  

The images have been painted first, then came the text. Perhaps the images 

have been created by someone else? 



There are traces of an erased colophon at the end of the book. R.W. Allison 

writes: " ... written in a crude, late hand which may be dated anywhere from the 

16th through the 18th CE. ... The colophon is too far gone for decipherment." 

 

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

 

 

Proof of fake 

Of the early investigators of the MS (Collwell, Willoughby, Wikgren) nobody 

raised any doubts about the genuineness of the MS.  

 

In 1988 Mary V. Orna published an article in which she 

showed that the pigment used for the blue in the 

miniatures was Prussian blue, a color invented only in the 

18th CE. She then speculates: "neither of these 

manuscripts has a genealogy that can be traced prior to 

about 1930, a fact suggesting that their origin may very 

well be during the flurry of Athenian forgeries that 

came to the market in the 1920s."  

 

 

 

 



The sample was taken from a blue area of page 34 verso: 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

 

The results of Orna narrowed the date to somewhere between the 18th and the 

20 CE, but still it could have been some copy of an old and lost uncial.  

 



In 2006 Margaret M. Mitchell initiated a new digital 

photo shooting of the MS and published a detailed, 

fresh collation (NovT). High resolution images were 

published online.  

 

 

 

 

Based on this collation, finally, Stephen C. Carlson was 

able to find the exemplar from which the MS was 

copied. It was Buttmann's 1860 edition of the GNT!  
"Westcott and Hort were not the first to base a critical 
text largely on B. Some twenty years earlier, Philipp 
Buttmann (1860) published a recension of the Greek New 
Testament based on Cardinal Mai’s edition of B (1857, 1859). 
In the Gospel of Mark, Buttmann’s text departs from B at 
about 90 variation units, with which 2427 agrees more than 
80 times, except where 2427 has a singular reading."  

 

Carlson first announced his discovery at the SBL meeting in Washington, 2006.  

 

I have checked this and concur with it. 

What follows is the evidence I have found.  

 



Buttmann versus 2427 

I only went once through the text, so this list is very probably not complete. 

 

Significant agreements of 2427 and Buttmann: 

 a) first rate indications: 

 2:15 Kai. gi,netai evn tw/| katakei/sqai 2427  
 2:26 h=lqen 2427 

 3:1 omit h=n: kai. __ evkei/ 2427 

 4:28 plh,rhj si/toj  2427 
 7:9 omit kai. e;legen auvtoi/j 28, 2427 

 9:11 {O ti for  o[ti 
 14:2 mh, pote for mh,pote 
 14:14 parablepsis error, see below 

 15:20 omit i[na staurw,swsin auvto,n 2427 

 

b) additional supportive evidence: 

 2:15-16 h=san ga.r polloi\ kai. hvkolou,qoun auvtw/|      
grammatei/j tw/n Farisai,wn Å kai.  ivdo,ntej read by D, 0130vid, 

2427 
 2:21 to. plh,rwma to. kaino.n with D, f13, 28, 1424 
 2:22 avlla. oi=non ne,on eivj avskou.j kainou,jÅ omit: D, 2427, 

it(a, b, d, ff2, i, r1, t), boms*, Tis, Bal  
 4:34 ivdi,oij maqhtai/j auvtou/  1071, 2427 

 6:22 here 2427 reads Byz (with Buttmann): th/j qugatro.j auvth/j 
th/j ~Hrw|dia,doj 

 14:24 to. th/j diaqh,khj  D, W, 0211, 2427 

 16:10 evkei,nh de. with C*, 2427 

 

 

Significant disagreements between 2427 and Buttmann:  

(for which there is no obvious explanation) 

 1:3 2427 omits ètoima,sate th.n o`do.n kuri,ou.  

 1:42 2427: evxh/lqen 
 3:11 for ò ui`o.j tou/ qeou/ 2427 has o` qeo.j 
 3:33 2427 reads: ti,j evstin   mh,thr mou kai.    avdelfoi, mouÈ 
 3:34 2427 omits: ku,klw| kaqhme,nouj 
 4:31 2427 omits tw/n evpi. th/j gh/j 
 4:33 2427 reads: auvtoi/j kaqw.j evla,lei to.n lo,gon kaqw.j 
hvdu,nanto 

 5:10 2427 reads makra.n th/j cw,raj 
 5:13 2427 omits ta. pneu,mata ta. avka,qarta 



 6:11 2427 reads u`podhma,twn for podw/n 

 6:17 2427 omits Fili,ppou 2427 

 6:25 for meta. spoudh/j pro.j to.n basile,a hv|th,sato le,gousa 
2427 reads: meta. spoudh/j le,gei pro.j to.n basile,a 

 6:36 2427 reads the rare gu/rw for ku,klw|  

 8:2 2427: hm̀e,raij trisi.n ouvk e;cousi (shorter form of the B 

reading, which has Buttmann) 

 8:11 2427 omits zhtou/ntej parV auvtou/ shmei/on avpo. tou/ 
ouvranou/ 

 8:19 2427 omits le,gousin auvtw/|\ dw,dekaÅ  

 9:1 ei;sqe for eivsi,n 

 9:38 2427 omits dida,skale 

 10:22  ga.r plou,sioj sfo,draÅ (harm. to Lk 18:23) 

 10:36 correction in 2427 from poih/sai to poih,sw 

 11:18 didach/| 2427 omits auvtou/Å 
 12:17 2427 reads: ta. tou/ Kai,saroj tw/| Kai,sari (harm. Mt 

22:21) 

 12:21 2427 omits kai. avpe,qanen 

 14:7 2427 omits auvtoi/j: du,nasqe         pa,ntote eu= poih/sai 

 14:22 2427 reads La,bete( fa,gete with f13, 28, 1241, 1342, Maj 

 14:31 2427 has e;krazon for e;legon 

 14:47 2427 omits e;paisen to.n dou/lon tou/ avrciere,wj kai. 
 14:54 2427 omits kai. qermaino,menoj 

 14:70 W, 2427 omit kai. ga.r Galilai/oj ei= 
 14:72 2427 omits kai. avnemnh,sqh o` Pe,troj to. r`h/ma 

 15:9 2427 reads ti, ou=n poih,sw le,gete to.n basile,a tw/n 
VIoudai,wn from verse 12 

 15:36 2427 omits periqei.j kala,mw| 
 16:14 2427 reads avpo. tw/n nekrw/n 

 



Parablepsis errors:  

 

1. For the following omissions a parablepsis error is probable from the Buttmann 

text layout: 

 2:27-28 sa,bbaton\ 28 w[ste ku,rio,j evstin o` ui`o.j tou/ 
avnqrw,pou kai. tou/ sabba,touÅ 2427 omits verse 28 

 6:2 kai. genome,nou sabba,tou h;rxato dida,skein evn th/| 
sunagwgh/|( two kai. at the end of two consecutive lines 

 8:12 2427 omits avmh.n le,gw u`mi/n( eiv doqh,setai th/| genea/| 
tau,th| shmei/onÅ 

 12:30 2427 omits evx o[lhj th/j kardi,aj sou kai. evx o[lhj th/j 
yuch/j sou  

 14:14 2427 omits ei;pate tw/| oivkodespo,th| o[ti o` dida,skaloj 
le,gei\ pou/ evstin exactly one line of Buttmann's text.  

 

2. The following omissions can be due to parablepsis, but it is improbable that 

this is influenced from the Buttmann text layout: 

 3:32 2427 omits kai. oi` avdelfoi, sou kai. ai` avdelfai, sou 
e;xw zhtou/si,n se (kai. - kai. ?) 

 5:1 2427 omits eivj to. pe,ran th/j qala,sshj (eivj - eivj) 
 7:21 2427 omits e;swqen ga.r evk th/j kardi,aj tw/n avnqrw,pwn 

(avnqrw,pwn - avnqrw,pwn) 
 8:34 2427 omits kai. avra,tw to.n stauro.n auvtou/ (e`auto.n kai. 
a... - auvtou/ kai. a...?) 

 10:29-30 2427 omits, h.t. (29 avgrou.j – 30 avgrou.j) 
 13:28-29 2427 combines verse 28c and 29 to: ... ginw,skete o[ti 
to. qe,roj evggu.j evsti,n evpi. qu,raij (evggu.j - evggu.j) 

 14:58 2427 omits o[ti h`mei/j hvkou,samen auvtou/ le,gontoj (the 

two o[ti are rather far away in Buttmann, possible) 

 

 

Round brackets in Buttmann:  

It appears that 2427 omits two passages that are put in round brackets in 

Buttmann's text.  

 1:2-3 not omitted 

 6:48 not omitted 

 7:3-4 omitted 

 7:11 not omitted 

 13:14 omitted 

Possibly the round brackets inspired the scribe to omit the words, but this is 

not definite.  



 

Conclusion: The support from 2427 of at least 9 unique features of Buttmann is, 

I think, enough to prove that 2427 has been copied from Buttmann.  The 

probability that these errors happened independently is almost nil. This is 

further supported by at least 7 other very rare or unusual readings on which 

2427 and Buttmann agree.  

2427 shows a lot of unique readings which are not supported by Buttmann. In 

some cases these can be explained, e.g. as harmonizations or as falling back into 

the Byzantine text, but in most cases no explanation could be found. They are 

probably just errors of carelessness.  

 

 

 

 


